THIRD ANNUAL DEBATE

Durham High School was From Park School - Ball Team Played at Black- Wal­nut, Va., Yesterday Evening.

By J. K. McINTOSH.

The third annual debate be­tween the representatives of the Dur­ham High School and the Trinity Park School was held at the Con­servatory Oratory Monday evening. The question discussed was: "Resolved, That Congress should regulate railroad rates." The affirmative was upheld by the Park School, with Messrs. C. N. Crawford and P. J. Kiler as speakers. The negative were not mild in their argumentation. The debate was opened and managed by Judge R. W. Winston president, with Messrs. J. A. Morgan and W. H. Newcomb as chairman and timekeeper, respectively. The decision of the committee was in favor of the affirmative. This gives Dur­ham High School two out of the three debates.

The matches for this occasion were: From the Park School—Mr. G. D. Fisher, C. F. Cheatham, J. W. Burgess, and J. C. Fuller; from the Durham High School—Mr. D. F. Moore, T. L. Hanes, W. L. LeBaron, J. S. Beaman, and J. A. Spencer. Music was furnished by the Conservatory Or­atory.

The Park School base ball team went up to Black Walnut, Va., yesterday morning to play the town of Cluster Springs Academy. It was accompanied by Prof. Lockhart.

Mr. P. H. Morgan, of Shaw­boro, visited his son, Joseph, last week.

Mr. Charles E. Brewer, of Wadesboro, visited Mr. B. B. Flora Saturday.

T. P. S.—CLUSTER SPRINGS

Team From Virginia's Academy Easily Outclassed By Trinity Park—Final Score 20 to 1—A Game Called Eighth.

Trinity Park completely walked over the Cluster Springs Academy boys last Friday afternoon on the Hanes Athletic Field. The final score was 20 to 1. Wingate hit two gay ones which were gotten off of Trayhorn, the Cluster Springs pitcher. The work of the visiting boys was poor. A good catch by Payne, the left fielder, and a double play by Thomas and Ketner were the only features of the visiting team's batting. Their hitting was light. Two men trotted across the rubber and two men went out to pitcher. Brown hit to first on Webb's error. Derrick hit to third with one on. Smith hit to short stop and Hutchins caught the ball in the eyes of those who stand near the fence. By a great bender of Smith, W. Lehrman, J. S. Beaman, and J. A. Spencer was fanned. Hodgson hit to third and was caught at the plate. Gray hit to first and Hodgeson first on the play. Franklin put out a triple and two men trotted across the rub­ber. The fifth inning two more runs were scored by Georgia. Erwin hit to second and was safe at first on Webb's error. Derrick went out on a foul. Brown hit to right field and, on an error, Erwin goes to third and Brown to second. A single by Mr. Whorther does the work, and the score stands: Georgia, 4; Trinity Park, 0.

Trinity's two runs came in the sixth and seventh. Hatchison, first single on a ground-out, Johnston hit to short stop and Hatchison is forced out on second. Jacobs put out a single and on the throw-in goes to sec­ond and Smith is third. On a passed ball Smith scored. In the ninth, Clement hit to infield and on a passed ball took second. Webb dies third, first put out to center field. W. Lehrman hit to first and on an error. "Continued on second page."

Easter was spent by Mr. J. A. Herron, Judge R. W. Winston, Mr. R. M. Neoom, Jr., among the number who spent the Easter holiday. Mr. J. H. Clement, Trinity Park, was chosen Easter Holiday Captain.

Mr. A. P. Clement, of the Uni­versity of North Carolina, visitors his brother J. H. Clement Friday and Saturday.

Mrs. Rich, of Winston-Salem, and Mr. W. B. Clement, of Winston-Salem's Bapt­ist Missionary Convention, were the guests of Miss Frankau, at the Woman's Building.

Mr. D. J. Bassett has bought a lot adjacent to the hotel on the east and is having a handsome residence built which he will occupy as soon as it is com­pleted.
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THE TEAM OF 1906.

The next football team, unless a miracle occurs, will be the last of its kind ever to represent Trinity College on the gridiron. For the past eight years Trinity has had a football team, and to any one who has followed it, there is no doubt that it has been a good, well-coached, fighting team. It is quite early to say that the 1906 team will be the last, however, as there is no reason to suppose that the spirit which has characterized the Trinity football team in the past will die out with it.

The game with Harvard will be a match between two of the strongest football teams in the country. It is to be played in front of a large and enthusiastic crowd, and the result will be of great interest to all football fans.

The game will be played at Athens on November 27th, and will be the last of the season. It is expected that large crowds will attend the game, and that it will be a great event in the history of American football.

The game will be played at Athens (Continued from first page.)

Clement scored. That ended the game.

The following is the official score:

TRINITY

Score by innings:

SERIES

McWhorter, c, 4 0 2 0 0
Stillman, s, 2 0 0 0 0

McWhorter, c, 4 0 2 0 0
Stills, s, 2 0 0 0 0

Sullivan, p, 4 0 0 0 1

Score by innings:

Clemson University

The game with Clemson College was a fierce slugging match, in which errors were more than retrieved for now and then in the second, third, and fourth innings. The two teams played a splendid game, and the result was a draw.

In the seventh for Trinity Clement scored. That ended the game.

The following is a partial box score:
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Programs for April 21.
The programs for the literary societies for Saturday night are as follows:

Hesperian:

Affirmative.
Negative—Jenks, J., Atwater, K.


Columbia.
In the Columbia special program has been arranged for this meeting.


Trinity Defeats Harvard
(Continued from first page.)

The game was called at 7:30 P.M. by Unger Hicks. The batteries were Trinity, Clement and Wrenn; Harvard, Hartford and Stephenson. Trinity was first at bat, Johnson struck out. Smith hit to second and was thrown out. Justus was safe on error. McCall was up and bunted one into deep right, which netted him two bases and scored Saunders. Suit hit a safe one to left, scoring Webb. Wrenn came up and after much batting was forced at second. Seele hit out and scoring Webb. Wrenn was forced at second. Clement, with ball on the ground, came up and after much hitting was forced at second. Clement's steady pitching in the ninth inning, saved the game and the shading of Wrenn. Clement's steady pitching in the ninth inning, saved the game and the shading of Wrenn. Clement's steady pitching saved the game and the shading of Wrenn. Clement's steady pitching in the ninth inning, saved the game and the shading of Wrenn. Clement's steady pitching in the ninth inning, saved the game and the shading of Wrenn.

In Harvard's fourth of the nothing was doing. In the first of the fifth Trinity came making another run. Sutter, with two out, was safe on an error of the fifth baseman. Wrenn was safe and awaked one on a line away back against the fence, which netted him two bases. Suit hit a safe one to left, which netted him two bases and scored Saunders. Clement was safe on error of third on this hit. Flowers came up and hit to second and was safe on error of short, clearing the inning. Harvard, in her half, did better. Stephens, the first up, hit to short and was safe on error of third. McCall up to left and his fly was muffed, Stephens going to third and McCall to second. Clement came home on a passed ball. Dexter, all to right, scoring Clement, who had already gotten two bases. Clement's steady pitching of the wild. The majority of those who saw it. Harvard added another run, taking the score, Trinity, 6; Harvard, 1; McGary, 2. Wrenn, who succeeded Hartford in the box, was first up. He hit to first and was forced at second. He worked hard and took everything given his base. He stole second, and Stephens came up, hit for two bases and scored Clement. Dexter up and hit to short, taking two bases on the wild throw resulting from his hit and was out. Hellman hit for three bases, scoring Dexter. Conner struck out and Clement followed suit. The score was Trinity, 6; Harvard, 1; McGary, 2.

The feature of the game was that of the students. The students fight and lose bravely. The duel is something that seems to us horrible. These are not fought upon his own responsibility and uncontrolled. Here he is thrown upon he is confirmed and given his base. He stole second, and Stephens came up, hit for two bases and scored Clement. Dexter up and hit to short, taking two bases on the wild throw resulting from his hit and was out. Hellman hit for three bases, scoring Dexter. Conner struck out and Clement followed suit. The score was Trinity, 6; Harvard, 1; McGary, 2.

The programs for the literary societies for Saturday morning, feeling fresh and well prepared, they went out for a little practice. They then rostered until time for the contest.

Game Called.
The game was called at 7:30 P.M. by Unger Hicks. The batteries were Trinity, Clement and Wrenn; Harvard, Hartford and Stephenson. Trinity was first at bat, Johnson struck out. Smith hit to second and was thrown out. Justus was safe on error. McCall was up and bunted one into deep right, which netted him two bases and scored Saunders. Suit hit a safe one to left, scoring Webb. Wrenn came up and after much batting was forced at second. Seele hit out and scoring Webb. Wrenn was forced at second. Clement, with ball on the ground, came up and after much hitting was forced at second. Clement's steady pitching in the ninth inning, saved the game and the shading of Wrenn. Clement's steady pitching in the ninth inning, saved the game and the shading of Wrenn. Clement's steady pitching in the ninth inning, saved the game and the shading of Wrenn. Clement's steady pitching in the ninth inning, saved the game and the shading of Wrenn. Clement's steady pitching in the ninth inning, saved the game and the shading of Wrenn. Clement's steady pitching in the ninth inning, saved the game and the shading of Wrenn. Clement's steady pitching in the ninth inning, saved the game and the shading of Wrenn. Clement's steady pitching in the ninth inning, saved the game and the shading of Wrenn. Clement's steady pitching in the ninth inning, saved the game and the shading of Wrenn. Clement's steady pitching in the ninth inning, saved the game and the shading of Wrenn. Clement's steady pitching in the ninth inning, saved the game and the shading of Wrenn. Clement's steady pitching in the ninth inning, saved the game and the shading of Wrenn. Clement's steady pitching in the ninth inning, saved the game and the shading of Wrenn.
In the sixth each team sent one man across. Crawford, for Trinity Park, was safe on error of baseman. Perkins hit for two bases and scored Crawford. The rest were easy outs. Bingham evened up in the last hit, two, three, order. Carraway walked, and stole second. Miller singled and scored Carraway. Carraway hit to first and closed the inning. The score was even, and nothing else appeared in the scoring line until the thirteenth. The pitchers frequently pulled themselves out of hot places, Lane doing this the majority of times. In the thirteenth Bingham hit to left field and was out. Short hit safe and stole second. Carraway struck out. Miller singled and short score was out. Carraway hit to pitcher and was out. Trinity Park could do nothing in her half. Fishers reached first, but was thrown out at second. Fishers hit to short stop and out, did Crawford, and the game was over.

The following is the official score and summary:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inning</th>
<th>T. P.</th>
<th>Bingham</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F. O.</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BINGHAM WINS OUT.

Asheville Team Makes Winning Run in Thirteenth Inning—A Pitcher’s Battle—Best Game So Far—Score.

In a fast thirteen-inning game Bingham, of Asheville, defeated Trinity Park School Thursday afternoon on the Hayes Athletic Field by the score of 20 to 12. It first looked like a walk-over for Bingham, but this game was worth its weight in gold and all credit to the team. The game was a study in every respect, and the boys and the watching crowd were kept in thrall for the entire duration. The score was not the same in the thirty minutes it took to complete.

In the third on the hit. Justus hit to pitcher and was out. Trinity Park hit for two bases and scored Crawford. The rest were easy outs. Bingham evened up in the last hit, two, three, order. Carraway walked, and stole second. Miller singled and Carraway. Carraway hit to first and closed the inning. The score was even, and nothing else appeared in the scoring line until the thirteenth. The pitchers frequently pulled themselves out of hot places, Lane doing this the majority of times. In the thirteenth Bingham hit to left field and was out. Short hit safe and stole second. Carraway struck out. Miller singled and short score was out. Carraway hit to pitcher and was out. Trinity Park could do nothing in her half. Fishers reached first, but was thrown out at second. Fishers hit to short stop and out, did Crawford, and the game was over.

The following is the official score and summary:

<table>
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<tr>
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In a fast thirteen-inning game Bingham, of Asheville, defeated Trinity Park School Thursday afternoon on the Hayes Athletic Field by the score of 20 to 12. It first looked like a walk-over for Bingham, but this game was worth its weight in gold and all credit to the team. The game was a study in every respect, and the boys and the watching crowd were kept in thrall for the entire duration. The score was not the same in the thirty minutes it took to complete.

In the third on the hit. Justus hit to pitcher and was out. Trinity Park hit for two bases and scored Crawford. The rest were easy outs. Bingham evened up in the last hit, two, three, order. Carraway walked, and stole second. Miller singled and Carraway. Carraway hit to first and closed the inning. The score was even, and nothing else appeared in the scoring line until the thirteenth. The pitchers frequently pulled themselves out of hot places, Lane doing this the majority of times. In the thirteenth Bingham hit to left field and was out. Short hit safe and stole second. Carraway struck out. Miller singled and short score was out. Carraway hit to pitcher and was out. Trinity Park could do nothing in her half. Fishers reached first, but was thrown out at second. Fishers hit to short stop and out, did Crawford, and the game was over.
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